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Carbon monoxide binding to the heme group at the dimeric interface modulates structure and
copper accessibility in the Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase from Haemophilus ducreyi: in silico
and in vitro evidences
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Francesca Pacelloc, Alessandro Desideric and Paola D’Angelob
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X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been
jointly applied to the study of the Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase from Haemophilus ducreyi (HdSOD) in interaction with
the carbon monoxide molecule. The configurational flexibility of the Fe(II)-heme group, intercalated between the two
subunits, has been sampled by MD simulations and included in the XANES data analysis without optimization in the
structural parameter space. Our results provide an interpretation of the observed discrepancy in the Fe-heme distances as
detected by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy and the classical XANES analysis, in which
the structural parameters are optimized in a unique structure. Moreover, binding of the CO molecule to the heme induces
a long range effect on the Cu,Zn active site, as evidenced by both MD simulations and in vitro experiments. MD simula-
tion of the CO bound system, in fact, highlighted a structural rearrangement of the protein–protein hydrogen bond
network in the region of the Cu,Zn active site, correlated with an increase in water accessibility at short distance from
the copper atom. In line, in vitro experiments evidenced an increase of copper accessibility to a chelating agent when
the CO molecule binds to the heme group, as compared to a heme deprived HdSOD. Altogether, our results support the
hypothesis that the HdSOD is a heme-sensor protein, in which binding to small gaseous molecules modulates
the enzyme superoxide activity as an adaptive response to the bacterial environment.

Keywords: Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase; heme-sensor proteins; X-ray absorption spectroscopy; XANES; molecular
dynamics simulation; heme group; metalloproteins

Introduction

Haemophilus ducreyi, the causative agent of the sexually
transmitted human genital ulcerative disease known as
chancroid, expresses one of the most interesting examples
of bacterial Cu,Zn superoxide dismutases (HdSOD). Its
N-terminal domain, in fact, is characterized by a histi-
dine-rich region followed by a methione-rich sequence,
capable of binding both Copper(I) and Copper(II) (D’An-
gelo et al., 2005; Pacello et al., 2001). However, the most
striking feature of this metalloenzyme is the ability to
bind a heme molecule at the interface between the two
subunits (see Figure 1) (Pacello et al., 2001; Törő et al.,
2009). It is noteworthy that this feature of HdSOD seems
to be related to the fact that H. ducreyi is unable to syn-
thesize heme but acquires this cofactor from humans, its
only known host, and can use it as a suitable iron source.

The role of heme in HdSOD is still debated and it has
been hypothesized that the enzyme could play a role in
protection from heme toxicity (Negari et al., 2008).
Another possibility is that heme could serve as a cofactor
for additional catalytic activities useful to protect the
micro-organism from reactive nitrogen or oxygen inter-
mediates produced during the phagocytic oxidative burst.
In this respect, it has been shown that HdSOD is able to
bind small gaseous ligands, such as nitric oxide or carbon
monoxide, as a sixth ligand of heme thus displacing the
distal histidine (D’Angelo et al., 2010; Vos et al., 2008).
These last experimental observations allow one to specu-
late on a possible role of HdSOD as a heme-based-sensor
protein, regulating the adaptive responses to fluctuating
oxygen, carbon monoxide, or nitric oxide levels (Gilles-
Gonzalez & Gonzalez, 2005).
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Recently, ferric, ferrous, CO-, and NO-bound HdSOD
in solution have been investigated by X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) to measure the structural modifica-
tions induced by the binding of small gaseous ligands to
heme in this enzyme. The combined analysis of extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) data has allowed
the characterization of the local structure around the Fe-
heme with .02Å accuracy, revealing an elongation in the
axial site of the Fe-proximal histidine distance upon coor-
dination of the CO/NO molecule (D’Angelo et al., 2010).
A discrepancy between the EXAFS and XANES determi-
nations, however, was observed in the Fe-proximal histi-
dine distance in the CO/NO bound systems and in the
Fe-distal histidine distance of the HdSOD system. An
analogous systematic error between EXAFS and XANES
has been recently observed in neuroglobin and it was dem-
onstrated to be due to the configurational disorder associ-
ated with the distortion of the heme plane and with the
different orientations of the axial ligands, which are not
taken into account in the standard XANES analysis (from
now on referred as “static XANES” analysis) (D’Angelo
et al., 2010). The discrepancy, in fact, disappears applying
a novel strategy that combines XANES and molecular
dynamics (MD), from now on referred as “dynamic
XANES” analysis.

In order to investigate the structural and dynamic
response of HdSOD to the binding of CO to heme, we
carried out MD simulations of the enzyme in the absence
(HdSOD) or the presence of the sixth CO ligand (CO-
HdSOD). The conformational sampling allowed us to
apply the “dynamic XANES” analysis to prove that it
solves the observed discrepancy between EXAFS and

“static XANES.” Moreover, the two 100 ns long MD
simulations highlighted structural modifications in the
HdSOD Cu,Zn active site upon binding of the CO mole-
cule that are correlated with a greater accessibility of the
copper ion. In line, an ad hoc experiment confirmed a
greater accessibility of the copper ion in CO-HdSOD as
compared with HdSOD devoid of the heme group.

Materials and methods

X-ray absorption measurements

Fe K-edge X-ray absorption spectra of HdSOD were col-
lected in fluorescence mode at the BM30B FAME beam-
line of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF). To a 1.47mM solution of heme-bound HdSOD
in the Fe(III) oxidation state dissolved in 35mM HEPES
pH 7.4 and 30% glycerol, a 10mM solution of sodium
dithionite was added under nitrogen atmosphere to col-
lect the chemically reduced species. The CO-derivative
(CO-HdSOD) was obtained by reducing the ferric sam-
ple with 10mM sodium dithionite in carbon monoxide
atmosphere. All the spectra were collected at 5K to pre-
vent the sample from X-ray damages. The storage ring
was running in the two-thirds filling mode with a typical
current of 170mA. The monochromator was equipped
with a Si(2 0 0) double crystal, in which the second crys-
tal was elastically bent to a cylindrical cross section. The
X-ray photon beam was vertically focused by a Rh mir-
ror and dynamically sagittally focused in the horizontal
size. An array detector made of 30Ge elements of very
high purity was used. The spectra were calibrated by
assigning the first inflection point of the Fe foil spectrum
to 7111.2 eV. For the HdSOD system, XAS spectra were
recorded with a 7 s/point collection statistic and aver-
aged. No spectral changes were detected during the data
collection. For the CO-HdSOD system, a clear spectral
evolution was observed when the beam spot was kept
fixed. Therefore, it was necessary to move the beam spot
to different positions on the sample, and three equal
spectra were collected and averaged for the XAS analy-
ses of the CO derivative.

XANES data analysis

The XANES data analysis was carried out with the
MXAN code (Benfatto & Della Longa, 2001). The X-ray
photoabsorption cross section is calculated using the full
multiple scattering scheme in the framework of the muf-
fin-tin approximation for the shape of the potential. All
details on the potential calculations can be found in
D’Angelo et al. (2010). The exchange and correlation
parts of the potential are determined on the basis of the
local density approximation of the self-energy. The real
part of self-energy is calculated by using the Hedin–

Figure 1. 3D structure of HdSOD. The Cu,Zn active sites are
buried in the structured β-barrel regions. Conserved regions
among prokaryotes and eukaryotic organisms are highlighted in
different colors: SS subloop (residues Glu73-Gly93) in red
color; Zn subloop (residues Gly94-Ala119) in orange color;
Greek key loop (residues Pro135-Gly145) in violet color; and
7,8 loop (residues Ala152-Pro169) in pink color.
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Lundqvist (HL) energy-dependent potential. In the first
step, the XANES spectrum associated with each MD con-
figuration was calculated using only the real part of the
HL potential; i.e. theoretical spectra do not account for
any intrinsic and extrinsic inelastic process, while the
damping associated with the experimental resolution is
accounted for by convolution with a Gaussian function
with full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of .7 eV. In the
second step, to perform a comparison with the experi-
mental data, the damping associated with the inelastic
processes has to be included in the calculation. To this
purpose, we used a modified version of the MXAN pro-
gram that reads an external theoretical spectrum (the con-
figurational averaged calculated data) and performs a
minimization in the nonstructural parameter space only.
In particular, the inelastic processes are accounted for by
convolution with a broadening Lorentzian function
having an energy-dependent width of the form Γ(E) =
Γc +Γmfp(E). The constant part Γc accounts for the core-
hole lifetime and is fixed to the tabulated value of
1.55 eV fwhm, while the energy-dependent term repre-
sents all the intrinsic and extrinsic inelastic processes
(D’Angelo et al., 2010). The Γmfp(E) function is zero
below an energy onset Es (which in extended systems
corresponds to the plasmon excitation energy) and starts
increasing from a given value A, following the universal
functional form of the mean free path in solids (Muller,
Jepsen, & Wilkins, 1982). Both the onset energy Es and
the jump A are introduced in the Γmfp(E) function via an
arctangent functional form to avoid discontinuities. Least-
squares fits of the XANES experimental data have been
performed by minimizing the χ2 function, defined as

v2 ¼ 1

me2
Xm

i¼1

½(ythi � yexpi )e�1
i �2 (1)

where m is the number of experimental points, ythi and
yexpi are the theoretical and experimental values of the
absorption cross section, and ɛi is constant and equal to
.5% of the experimental jump.

An important question when dealing with the compu-
tation of spectra from MD simulations is to determine
the total sampling length that is necessary to have a sta-
tistically significant average. To this end, we carried out
a statistical analysis of the errors associated with the
averaged theoretical spectra. In particular, an averaged
XANES spectrum over N configurations is affected by a
variance σ2(Ei)/N, so for any N it is possible to calculate
an energy-dependent error bar defined as ± σ(Ei)/N

1/2.

Force field and MD simulations

We carried out two MD simulations, each 100 ns long,
of the HdSOD and CO-HdSOD systems in which the
EXAFS distances were assigned to the equilibrium

geometry of the heme group (see Table 1). The starting
coordinates for the HdSOD system were taken from the
X-ray structure of HdSOD at 1.5 Å resolution (PDB
code 1Z9N). The approximated CO and distal histidine
positions in the CO bound structure were obtained by
combining the X-ray structure of HdSOD and the CO-
bound ferrous murine neuroglobin at 1.7 Å resolution
(PDB code 1W92) (Vallone, Nienhaus, Matthes, Brunori,
& Nienhaus, 2004). In order to determine the partial
charges of the hexacoordinated heme in HdSOD and
CO-HdSOD, B3LYP calculations were carried out on the
isolated bis(imidazole) iron(II) porphyrin [Fe(II)P(Im)2]
complex and the carboxy-imidazole iron(II) porphyrin
[Fe(II)P(CO)(Im)] complex (Becke, 1993). We used the
Dunning’s triple zeta basis set (Schaefer, Horn, &
Ahlrichs, 1992) for the iron; the 6-311+G⁄ basis set for
the nitrogen atoms of the heme and the heteroatoms of
the imidazole and carbon monoxide molecules; and the
3-21G basis set for the rest of the system and for all
hydrogen atoms. In the calculations, both the [Fe(II)P
(Im)2] and [Fe(II)P(CO)(Im)] complexes were assumed
to be in the singlet, closed-shell state following previous
studies (D’Angelo et al., 2010; Harvey, 2000; Li, Ai,
Xie, & Fang, 2008; Loew & Harris, 2000; McMahon,
Stojkovic, Hay, Martin, & Garcia, 2000; Smith, Dupuis,
& Straatsma, 2005).

All our quantum chemical calculations were carried
out using the Gaussian03 (verD02) package Frisch et al.,
2009. The partial charges were obtained from the
CHELPG algorithm (Breneman & Wiberg, 1990) and
the fitted charges were constrained to exactly reproduce
the total charge and the calculated dipole moment of the
system. The obtained set of partial charges are: .86 e (elec-
tronic charge) for the iron, �.33 e for the pyrrolic nitrogen
atoms in the HdSOD system; .56 e for the iron, �.23 e for
the pyrrolic nitrogen atoms, .23 e for the carbon and
�.24 e for the oxygen atom in the CO-HdSOD system.

Partial electrostatic charges for the active Cu,Zn
active sites, composed also by residues His70, His72,

Table 1. Fe(II)-heme geometrical parameters for HdSOD and
CO-HdSOD obtained by XANES (static analysis) and EXAFS,
from D’Angelo et al., (2010).

XANES (static analysis) EXAFS

HdSOD
Fe–Npyrrol (Å) 2.00(2) 1.98(2)
Fe–NHis proximal (Å) 1.90(4) 1.97(3)
Fe–NHis distal (Å) 2.02(7) 2.03(4)

CO-HdSOD
Fe–Npyrrol (Å) 2.01(2) 1.99(2)
Fe–NHis proximal (Å) 1.93(7) 2.08(4)
Fe–CO (Å) 1.86(5) 1.82(3)
Fe–C–O (°) 179(12) 179(10)
CO (Å) 1.10

a

1.10(2)
afixed
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His95, His104, His113, His151, and Asp116, were
obtained from Shen and coauthors (Shen, Wong, Subr-
amaniam, Albright, & McCammon, 1990). The two
protein structures have been immersed in cubic water
boxes with explicit single point charge water molecules
(Berendsen, Postma, van Gunsteren, & Hermans, 1981)
imposing a minimal distance between the solute and the
box walls of 13Å. The systems were neutralized with 2
Na+ counterions placed in electrostatically preferred posi-
tions. The total number of atoms is nearly 95,000 for the
two systems. MD simulations were performed with the
Gromacs software package (Berendsen, van der Spoel, &
van Drunen, 1995) using the GROMOS96 force field
(Van Gunsteren et al., 1996). The additional parameters
for hexacoordinated heme and bound CO were taken
from the GROMOS force field parameter sets 53A6
(Oostenbrink, Villa, Mark, & van Gunsteren, 2004), with
the exception of Fe–Npyrrol, Fe–NHis, and Fe–CO equilib-
rium atomic distances that have been fixed to the
EXAFS results (see Table 1) (D’Angelo et al., 2010). A
second force field of CO-HdSOD has also been gener-
ated with the “static XANES” geometry, in order to
verify the sensitivity of the “dynamic XANES” analysis
on structural changes around the scattering atom.

The initial velocities were taken randomly from a
Maxwellian distribution at 300K, and the temperature
was held constant by the V-rescale algorithm (Bussi,
Donadio, & Parrinello, 2007). The Particle Mesh Ewald
method (Essmann et al., 1995) was used for calculation
of the long range interactions. For all systems, the sol-
vent was relaxed by energy minimization followed by
100 ps of MD at 300K while restraining protein atomic
positions with a harmonic potential. The systems were
then minimized without restraints, and their temperature
was brought to 300K in a stepwise manner: 500 ps MD
runs were carried out at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and
300K, before starting the production runs at 300K.

Both the HdSOD and CO-HdSOD systems, in which
the EXAFS distances were assigned to the equilibrium
geometry of the heme group, were simulated for 100 ns.
The CO-HdSOD system, in which the “static XANES”
distances were assigned to the equilibrium geometry of
the heme group, was simulated for 10 ns starting from
the last configuration of the 100 ns long previously
described simulation of CO-HdSOD.

All the simulation analyses were carried out over the
equilibrated MD trajectories using the standard tools pres-
ent in GROMACS MD package version 4.0.7 (Hess,
Kutzner, van der Spoel, & Lindahl, 2008). The per-resi-
due root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) have been cal-
culated by removing the global translations and rotations.

The structural properties of the water molecules inter-
acting with the Cu(II) ions have been described in terms
of radial distribution functions, gAB(r):

gAB(r) ¼ (qB(r))

(qB)local
¼ 1

NA(qB)local
(2)

where (qB(r)) is the particle density of type B at distance
r around type A and (qB)local is the particle density of
type B averaged over all spheres around particle A with
radius rmax (half the box length).

Copper release from the active site

Recombinant heme-containing and heme-devoid mutant
HdSOD, lacking the first 22 residues, were purified as
previously described (Battistoni et al., 2001; Pacello
et al., 2001); HdSOD samples at a concentration of
.01mg/ml were incubated at room temperature in 50mM
Hepes buffer pH 7.3, 6mM sodium dithionite as reducing
agent and 0.1mM BCS (bathocuproinedisulfonic acid) as
chelating agent. The CO-derivatives of the two systems
were obtained in carbon monoxide atmosphere in sealed
tubes. After an incubation of 24 h, aliquots were with-
drawn and immediately assayed for residual activity by
the pyrogallol method (Marklund & Marklund, 1974).
The percent residual activity values were obtained from
the ratio between the activity of CO/BCS/Na2S2O4 heme
devoid-HdSOD or CO/BCS/Na2S2O4 heme-HdSOD and
that of an equal amount of Na2S2O4 heme devoid-
HdSOD and Na2S2O4 heme-HdSOD, respectively. Each
value is the mean of three independent measurements.
The statistical analysis of results was carried out with
Sigma Stat.

Results and discussion

Dynamic XANES analysis

The “dynamic XANES” analysis of the heme Fe(II)
HdSOD and CO-HdSOD systems, i.e. a quantitative
analysis of the XANES spectra using the conformational
space visited by the 100 ns long MD simulations, has
been carried out to take into account the structural disor-
der effects on the low-energy portion of the XAS spec-
tra. The results for HdSOD are reported in Figure 2.
Panel A shows 300 XANES theoretical spectra associ-
ated to different instantaneous configurations extracted
from the MD simulation (black lines), together with the
XANES average theoretical spectrum (red line). The cal-
culated XANES spectra present a noticeable fluctuation
up to 100 eV after the edge, demonstrating the sensitivity
of XANES to the geometrical changes visited by the
MD simulation, while the EXAFS region above this
value is less sensitive to the configurational variations.
For each energy point of the average theoretical spec-
trum calculated from 300 MD frames, we have calcu-
lated the error bars reported in red in panel B (see
Materials and Methods). The small entity of the errors

4 G. Chillemi et al.
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demonstrates that 300 frames are sufficient to reach a
statistically significant convergence.

To assess the reliability of the theoretical results, the
XANES average theoretical spectrum has been compared
with the experimental data. To this end, all inelastic pro-
cesses have been accounted for by convoluting the theo-
retical averaged spectra with a broadening Lorentzian
function and the corresponding nonstructural parameters
(Es and A) have been optimized together with the E0

value, for a total of only three fitted parameters. Figure 2
panel C shows that the agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical curves is good (χ2 = 1.12), better

than the one obtained from the “static” analysis
(χ2 = 1.74), despite the smaller number of optimized
parameters. In the “static XANES” analysis, in fact, min-
imization of the χ2 function was performed in the space
of eight parameters: three structural parameters (the
heme-core size, leading to the Fe–Npyrrol distance, and
the two Fe–NHis distances associated with the proximal
and distal histidines) and five nonstructural parameters,
Γc (the core-hole width), Es

normal, Es
heme, As

normal, and
As

heme (associated with the phenomenological broadening
function).

These results demonstrate that the systematic error in
the determination of the Fe-distal histidine distance, aris-
ing from the use of a single configuration, is eliminated
by the “dynamic XANES” analysis procedure, as already
observed in the case of neuroglobin, and the Fe-heme
distances obtained by the EXAFS analysis are con-
firmed.

In the case of CO-HdSOD, due to both the high flex-
ibility of the heme pocket and the high disorder associ-
ated with the different orientations of the histidine and
CO molecule, the configurational disorder on the
XANES spectrum is larger than in HdSOD. This
increases the discrepancy between EXAFS and “static
XANES” determinations (see Table 1). Also, in this case
the “dynamic XANES” analysis, carried out on selected
configurations obtained by the MD simulation using the
EXAFS distances, produces a theoretical XANES spec-
trum at convergence in 300 frames (see Figure 3, panel
A) and in a very good agreement with the experimental
one (see Figure 3, panel B). The χ2 values obtained in
the “static” and “dynamic XANES” analyses, in fact, are
1.58 and 1.20, respectively.

To gain a deeper insight into the sensitivity of the
“dynamic XANES” procedure towards structural changes
of the sampled heme-ligand geometry, we carried out an
additional MD simulation of CO-HdSOD using the Fe-
heme geometry obtained from the “static XANES” anal-
ysis (see Table 1 and Materials and Methods). In particu-
lar, the main difference between the Fe-heme force field
previously described and this one is the shortening of
the Fe–Nhis proximal distance from 2.08 Å (EXAFS
determination) to 1.93Å (“static XANES” determina-
tion). The results, reported in Figure 3 panels C and D,
show that the theoretical spectrum is different from that
obtained in the simulation using the EXAFS distances
for the Fe-heme geometry (compare Figure 3 panel A vs.
C), demonstrating that the “dynamic XANES” procedure
is sensitive to small differences in the scattering center
structure. The comparison between the experimental
XANES data of CO-HdSOD and the theoretical MD
average spectra calculated using the XANES static dis-
tances is shown in Figure 3 panel D. A quite good
agreement is obtained also in this case (χ2 = 1.20), but a
better reproduction of the experimental XANES features

Figure 2. (A) Comparison of the theoretical XANES
spectrum of HdSOD obtained from the MD average (red line)
and several spectra associated with individual MD
configurations (black lines); (B) MD average theoretical
XANES spectrum of HdSOD (black line) with statistical error
bars (red lines); and (C) comparison between the MD average
theoretical XANES spectrum of HdSOD (black line) and the
experimental data (red dotted line).
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in the energy region between 20 and 40 eV is obtained
in the case of the MD simulation using EXAFS distances
(compare inserts in panel B vs. D). Note that this XAS
region is known to be a fingerprint of the heme axial
coordination (D’Angelo et al., 2008).

The very good reproduction of XANES experimental
data for HdSOD and CO-HdSOD, when using the force
field with the Fe-heme geometry determined by the
EXAFS analysis, makes us confident on the whole con-
formational sampling obtained by the two 100 ns long
MD simulations, that, therefore, have been analyzed to
gain a deeper insight into the structural and dynamic
characteristics of this enzyme.

Root mean square deviations and fluctuations

The root mean square deviations (RMSD) measure the
deviation of the simulated structures from the X-ray

starting structure. The backbone HdSOD and CO-
HdSOD RMSD shows a steep increase during the first
5 ns (see Figure 4, panel A) reaching a value around 2.5
and 2.0 Å, respectively, while in the remaining part of
the simulation time the values oscillate around 3.0 Å.
Elimination of the loops (see Figure 1 for their defini-
tion) reduces the RMSD of both systems, since a large
portion of flexibility is located in these regions, in line
with what observed in other bacterial SODs (De Maria
et al., 2002; Falconi et al., 2001). However, it is interest-
ing to note that the total backbone RMSD in CO-
HdSOD is slightly lower than in HdSOD, while upon
removing of the loops from the analysis, the backbone
RMSD is lower in the HdSOD system than in the CO-
HdSOD one (see Figure 4, panel B). Therefore, binding
of the CO molecule reduces the deviations of the loops
from the starting structure, while it increases the ones of

Figure 3. (A) MD average theoretical XANES spectrum of CO-HdSOD using the Fe-heme geometry obtained from the EXAFS
analysis (black line) with statistical error bars (red lines); (B) MD average theoretical XANES spectrum of CO-HdSOD using the Fe-
heme geometry obtained from the “static XANES” analysis (black line) with statistical error bars (red lines); (C) comparison between
the MD average theoretical XANES spectrum of CO-HdSOD using the Fe-heme geometry obtained from the EXAFS analysis (black
line) and the experimental data (red dotted line); and (D) comparison between the MD average theoretical XANES spectrum of CO-
HdSOD using the Fe-heme geometry obtained from the “static XANES” analysis (black line) and the experimental data (red dotted
line).
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the structured β-barrel region. The first 5 ns of each
simulation have been removed from all the following
analyses that, therefore, have been carried out from 5 to
100 ns of simulation time.

The per-residue RMSF for the HdSOD and CO-
HdSOD systems are shown in Figure 5 panels A and B,
respectively. In HdSOD, the SS subloop (residues
Glu73-Gly93) is the most fluctuating region in both sub-
units, while the Zn and 7,8 loops have larger fluctuations
in subunit A than in B (Figure 5, panel A). An asymmet-
ric dynamic of the two subunits has been often observed
in other prokaryotic SODs, and has been attributed to an
inter-domain communication that modulates the enzy-
matic catalytic cycle (Desideri & Falconi, 2003; Falconi
et al., 2001). In line, the asymmetric dynamics of the
HdSOD subunits involves regions (the Zn and 7,8 loops)
belonging to the active site.

It is interesting to note that the asymmetric behavior
of the two subunits nearly disappears upon binding of
the CO molecule (Figure 5, panel B), with the exception
of the Greek key loop that shows an increase of fluctua-

tion in the subunit B as compared to subunit A likely
due to the loss of the Fe–His124 interaction. The great
reduction in the asymmetric subunit dynamics upon CO
binding demonstrates a role of the heme group, bound at
the subunit interface, in mediating long range communi-
cations.

Hydrogen bond analysis

The number of protein–protein hydrogen bonds made by
the different enzyme regions and present for more than
80% of the simulation time are reported in Table 2. The
large majority of the hydrogen bonds are formed in the
structured region of the β-barrel. Subunit A has a smaller
number of stable hydrogen bonds in HdSOD, while their
number increases in CO-HdSOD, up to nearly the same
value observed in subunit B, again showing that the

Figure 4. RMSD HdSOD and CO-HdSOD from X-ray
starting structure are reported in black and red lines,
respectively. Panel A backbone deviations; Panel B same as
Panel A with the elimination of the loop residues from the
analysis, i.e. SS subloop (residues Glu73-Gly93); Zn subloop
(residues Gly94-Ala119); Greek key loop (residues Pro135-
Gly145); and 7,8 loop (residues Ala152-Pro169).

Figure 5. Per-residue RMSF of subunit A (blue) and subunit
B (green) for HdSOD (A) and CO-HdSOD (B). ss = SS
subloop; zn = Zn subloop; gk =Greek key loop; and 7,8 = 7,8
loop.
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asymmetry between the HdSOD subunits disappears
upon binding of the CO molecule.

The greater difference in number of hydrogen bonds
between HdSOD and CO-HdSOD is observed in the 7,8
loop, where the two hydrogen bonds observed in
HdSOD (one in each subunit) increases to four and three
in subunits A and B of CO-HdSOD, respectively. Four
interactions, in particular, are observed only in the CO-
HdSOD system; all involving histidine residues (His70-
Asp155, His151-Gly168, Ser158-His104 in subunit A
and Gly153-His67 in subunit B), with the first two cop-
per coordinated. The increase in number of hydrogen
bonds upon binding of CO is observed also in the Zn
subloop, with two interactions never observed among the
stable hydrogen bonds of HdSOD: i.e. Ser158-His104 in
subunit A, already mentioned, and Tyr106-His157 in
subunit B. Table 2 shows also an increased number of
interactions involving residues in close proximity the Fe-
heme ion in subunit A of CO-HdSOD. Two out of its
seven stable interactions are not observed in HdSOD: i.e.
Leu62-Gly126 and His64-Val122. Note that this last con-
tact regards the proximal histidine, interacting also with
the Fe-heme ion.

Since the protein–protein hydrogen bonds show great
difference in the interaction network around the Cu,Zn
site between HdSOD and CO-HdSOD, we have further
investigated the structure of the Cu(II) ion in the two
systems, searching for the number of interacting water
molecules. Radial distribution functions and correspond-
ing integration numbers for Cu and water oxygen atoms
in HdSOD and CO-HdSOD (black and red line, respec-
tively) are shown in Figure 6. The distribution of water
molecules around the copper of the active site clearly
shows that binding of the CO molecule to the heme has
the effect to raise the water accessibility of the copper
atom at short distance. At distance greater than 4 Å, the
water distribution became nearly equal in the two
systems.

Copper loss by CO-HdSOD

Previous studies have shown that bacterial Cu,ZnSODs
have a lower affinity for the active site copper ion with
respect to eukaryotic enzymes of the same class, as dem-
onstrated by their tendency to lose activity when incu-
bated in presence of chelating agents (Gabbianelli et al.,
2004). It is noted that the rate of copper loss and cata-
lytic efficiency may be increased by point mutations of
residues located at the dimer interface (Stroppolo et al.,
2000, 2001), while mutations at the subunit interface in
human SOD have been related to neurological diseases
such as familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Hough
et al., 2004). Therefore, small structural perturbations
occurring quite far from the active site may significantly
affect the accessibility of the copper ion or the stability
of copper binding to the protein. To verify the hypothesis
that CO binding to the heme group located at the dimer
interface of HdSOD could have a long range effect on
the catalytic copper ion, we have tested the stability of
copper binding in a mutant form of the enzyme lacking
the N-terminal metal-binding domain (Battistoni et al.,
2001; D’Angelo et al., 2005). The residual superoxide
dismutase activity of HdSOD and heme-devoid HdSOD
after incubation with CO and BCS, a chelating agent
able to tightly bind copper, was 27.9(± 5.6)% and 42.3
(± 4.7)%, respectively, indicating that CO binding to
heme induces structural rearrangements that facilitate
copper release from the active site. A Student’s t-test
confirmed the statistical significance of this difference
(p= 0.015).

Conclusions

We have applied the “dynamic XANES” procedure to
heme Fe(II) HdSOD and CO-HdSOD demonstrating
that, as in the case of heme Fe(II) neuroglobin D’An-
gelo et al., 2010, the inclusion of the structural disorder
effects modeled by MD simulations allows a quantita-
tive reproduction of the XANES spectra. Furthermore,

Table 2. Protein–protein hydrogen bonds in different enzyme
regions.

HdSOD CO-HdSOD

Subunit
A

Subunit
B

Subunit
A

Subunit
B

β-Barrel 33 39 38 39
SS subloop 5 3 4 5
Zn subloop 4 5 6 7
Greek key loop 1 2 2 1
7,8 loop 1 1 4 3
Residues < 10 Å

from Fe
4 6 7 6

Figure 6. Radial distribution functions (full lines) and running
integration numbers (dash dotted lines) for Cu and water
oxygen atoms in HdSOD (black lines) and CO-HdSOD (red
lines).
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we have shown that simulation of the systems, in
which the heme Fe(II) equilibrium geometry is obtained
by the EXAFS analysis, perfectly reproduces the exper-
imental data, thus resolving the reported discrepancy
between EXAFS and XANES data (D’Angelo et al.,
2010).

Moreover, the accuracy of the “dynamic XANES”
analysis corroborates the reliability of the force field
used and the consistency of the structural dynamic infor-
mation obtained from the MD simulations. RMSD analy-
sis of the 100 ns long MD simulations highlighted a
structural modification in the β-barrel structured region
of the CO bound system, not observed in the deoxy
system. We observed that binding of the CO molecule
produces a strong reduction in the asymmetric fluctua-
tions of the two subunits, as revealed by the per-residue
RMSF. Also, the hydrogen bond analysis shows a long
range effect of the heme group on the Cu active site
structure, demonstrated by the greater number of stable
hydrogen bonds in CO-HdSOD, involving also copper
binding histidines. A long range communication between
the intersubunit surface and the copper active site has
been already observed in prokaryotic Cu,Zn SOD
(Desideri & Falconi, 2003; Stroppolo et al., 2000). It has
been shown that single mutations at the subunit interface
of the SOD from Photobacterium leiognathi are able to
enhance the enzyme catalytic efficiency and that this fea-
ture is paralleled by a proportional increase in copper
accessibility, as revealed, for example, by a faster inacti-
vation rate upon incubation with a chelating agent
(Stroppolo et al., 1998, 2001). Here, we have provided
evidence that in HdSOD the binding of the CO molecule
to the porphyrin ring located at the subunit interface
increases the rate of the copper chelation from an exter-
nal compound when compared with the same experimen-
tal condition in the absence of the heme group; and it
makes the copper ion more accessible to the water as
evidenced by MD simulations. Although the conditions
used to reduce iron and favor CO binding prevented the
measurements of SOD catalytic activity by standard
assays (data not shown), our findings indicate that the
subtle rearrangements occurring at the subunit interface
following the binding of a small gaseous ligand to the
heme group may actually modulate copper accessibility
in HdSOD and suggest that this may lead to an increase
in copper reactivity.

In conclusion, we gained in silico and in vitro evi-
dences concurring in proposing a role of HdSOD as a
heme-based-sensor protein in which conformational
changes, triggered by the heme group, could help H.
ducreyi to adapt at fluctuating levels of gaseous mole-
cules, such as carbon monoxide or nitric oxide. Based
on this picture, in the presence of these gasses, the
HdSOD would be able to increase its superoxide dismu-
tation activity to subtract superoxide substrate and to pre-

vent the formation of the dangerous peroxynitrite, the
molecule generated by the reaction of nitric oxide with
superoxide, which is even more harmful to the cell than
superoxide. Further investigation to validate this attrac-
tive hypothesis is thus desirable.

Abbreviations

Hd Haemophilus ducreyi
SOD Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase
CO carbon monoxide
MD molecular dynamics
XAS X-ray absorption spectroscopy
XANES X-ray absorption near edge structure
EXAFS extended X-ray absorption fine structure
ESRF European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
HL Hedin-Lundqvist
fwhm full width at half-maximum
HEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid
BCS bathocuproinedisulfonic acid
RMSD root mean square deviations
RMSF root mean square fluctuations
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